Public Consultation

Roads outside Seven Sisters Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ)

Dear Resident or Business,

The council has received requests for parking controls to be applied to several roads close to Seven Sisters CPZ and we are therefore consulting residents in the ‘uncontrolled’ roads south of Monument Way and Ferry Lane to see if there is any wider demand for controls. Uncontrolled roads can often experience parking congestion especially if most roads in the area have CPZ controls.

The purpose of the consultation is to find out if you and other local residents are experiencing parking problem and whether you think there is a need for parking controls. If current parking arrangements are satisfactory, then no further action will be necessary. If there is demand for controls, then we will consult further on whether to extend Seven Sisters CPZ to include additional local roads.

Please 'have your say' on your local parking conditions by completing the attached freepost feedback card. The closing date for receipt of views and comments is 19 August 2019.

Summary information about controlled parking zones is included with this letter, and more detailed information on parking controls and charges can be found on our website.

Your feedback will tell us if there is a need to consider introducing parking controls. All views and comments will be examined in detail by parking engineers.

Thank you for your attention and we look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

Operations: Traffic Management
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Seven Sisters (7S) CPZ Proposed Extension Area

Areas Currently Operating CPZ Controls

Bruce Grove North (BGN)
Monday to Saturday
8am to 6.30pm

Seven Sisters (7S)
Monday to Saturday
8am to 6.30pm

The Hale (TH)
Monday to Friday
8am to 6.30pm